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Abstract 
In this paper a method to optimize the structure of neural network named as Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
hasbeen proposed. In this method nested PSO has been used. Each particle in outer PSO is used for different network 
construction.The particles update themselves in each iteration by following the global best and personal best performances. The 
inner PSO isused for training the networks and evaluate the performance of the networks. The effectiveness of this method is 
tested on manybenchmark datasets to find out their optimum structure and the results are compared with other population based 
methods andfinally the optimum structure is implemented  usingModified Teaching Learning Based Optimization(MTLBO)for 
classification using neural network in data mining. 
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1. Introduction 
Datamining is one of the interdisciplinary [1] subfield of computer science. It is the computational process of 
discovering patterns present in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, statistics, and database systems. Data mining includes various tasks like classification, association rule 
mining, clustering, regression, summarization etc. Each of these tasks can be considered as a kind of problem to be 
solved by a data mining algorithm. Therefore, the primary step in designing a data mining algorithm is to define 
which task the algorithm will address. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of classification in data mining to validate our evolving neuro structure 
using adaptive PSO and modified TLBO for classification task. In general, a classifier partitions the feature space X 
intoCli,i=1,2…,P classes such that: i) Cliĳ,i=1,2…,P, ii) Cli=X and iii) Clj Clk=ĳ,  j  k, j=1(1)P, 
k=1(1)P (except for fuzzy classification domain) by constructing the hyper-planes or hyper-cubes. A hyper-plane can 
be written as:d(x) = W.XT, where W = [w1,w2,….,wN] and X = [x1,x2,….,xN-1,1]are called the weight vector and 
augmented feature vector respectively. Now here the problem is to classify an unknown sample based on the hyper-
plane. 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) show remarkable properties, such as adaptability, capability of learning by 
examples, and ability to generalize. One of the most widely used ANN models is the well-known as Multi-Layer 
Perceptron (MLP) [2]. Training neural networks is a complex task for supervised learning methods. The training 
process used in MLPs for pattern classification problems consists of two major tasks. The first one is the selection of 
an appropriate architecture for the selected problem, and the second is the adjustment of the connection weights of 
the network. Many research works has been conducted to attack this issue. Most of the available training methods 
for ANN’s only focus on the adjustment of connection weights by taking fixed topology. Few works have 
considered training methods for ANNs on both topology and connection weights simultaneously. A large number of 
techniques have been used to train ANN’s. Now a days most applications use the back propagation (BP) algorithm 
or other training algorithms in the feed forward ANN’s. But all these training algorithms assume a fixed ANN’s 
architecture for training. The algorithms for designing ANN’s architectures automatically are based on constructive 
and pruning methods [3]. 
To efficiently apply the ANN model to various problems, the optimization of ANNs for each specific problem is 
critical task for problem solving. There are lots of efficient searching/optimization algorithms available for the ANN 
model optimization, such as evolutionary algorithms (EA) [4], simulated annealing (SA) [5], tabu search (TS) [6], 
ant colony optimization (ACO) [7], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8], genetic algorithm (GA) [9], etc.. Among 
these searching/optimization techniques, some of them have been applied for connection weights adjustment or 
architecture optimization or connection weights adjustment of ANNs.Genetic algorithm (GA) [11] is a better 
candidate for searching near optimal neural network architecture but it can face the problem like permutation, noisy 
fitness evaluation, etc.. Recently, PSO has attracted extensive attention in various areas. Particle swarm optimization 
and some of its many variants were applied for training of MLP in [10] without generalization control with fixed 
topology.
This paper presents a novel method of evolution of artificial neural network using PSO that evolves the set of 
weights and also evolves network architecture of low complexity. PSO algorithm possesses some attractive 
properties, such as memory and constructive cooperation between individuals, which can avoid the permutation 
problem.   
2. Related work 
X. Yao [3] seem to have been the first researcher for evolutionary neural network structure. He used a GA 
algorithm to evolve the neural network architecture and weights. Compared to GA, PSO has more chance to fly into 
the better solution areas more quickly and discover quality solution much faster. In PSO only few parameters are to 
be adjusted. Unlike GA, the representations of the weights are easy and as there is no recombination and mutation 
operator, so there is a very less chance of facing the permutation problem. Further, since there is no selection 
operator in PSO, so each individual in an original population has a corresponding partner in a new generated 
population. This increases the diversity of population, this property is better than GA, so it can avoid the premature 
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convergence and stagnation in GA up to certain extent.  
Zhang et al. [12] has evolved ANN using PSO and used it in modelling product quality estimator for a 
fractionator of the hydrocracking unit in the oil refining industry. In their method, evolving ANN’s architecture and 
weights are used alternated and they used partial training for each individual architecture. The computation time of 
their proposed work is quite high due to the partial training of ANN network.  
Carvalho et al. [13] inspired by the work of Zhang et al. then introduces the method PSO-PSO:WD based on the 
weight decay heuristic in the weight adjustment process in an attempt to obtain more generalization control and 
better result. By analysing both algorithms we found that no method has given much importance on how many 
hidden layers required for the optimal architecture and nor even show about its optimality by experimental study. 
Also, neither given emphasis on how the particle is represented nor given much importance on numerical simulation 
to show the potentiality of their method. Also they are using PT algorithm for training so their method introduces 
overhead in computational time. Hence to solve these problems we have motivated to develop a method, which can 
solve mentioned issues.
       
 
3. APSO for Evolving Swarm Network  
In order to solve preferably the above-mentioned problems, an approach is proposed where the number of hidden 
layers and number of neurons in the respective layer and set of weights are adaptively adjusted simultaneously.   
PSO is nested in Inner and outer loop. The outer loop is used to optimize the structure of neural networks and inner 
loop is used to find out minimum training error values of applied structures by adjusting the weights. In the outer 
layer the particle which gives the minimum mean square error value is considered as global best and all particles 
have their respective personal best minimum mean square error values. In each iteration particles adjusted their 
structures by following the globalbest particle and their personal best structures. Particles structures again trained in 
inner loop by using PSO so on, until minimum number of loops or error. 
 
APSO Algorithm (For Optimization of Weights and Architectures) 
 
1.  Create and Initialize the population of Architectures randomly as Arc 
2.  repeat 
3. for each particle Arci of the population Arc do 
4.         initialize the weights and other parameters population of Arci as Pi
5.           apply Pi  into Arci
6. execute Arci by t iterations through training set by updating pi using PSO 
7.         evaluate mean square error MSEi of Arci by using the target value 
8.           updatePbest.Arci
9.    end for 
10. update  Gbest.Arci
11.  for each particle Arci of population Arc do 
12.         update velocity and position of new Arci by using Pbest.Arci and Gbest.Arci by using PSO 
13.         update new Arci  in Arc as a new Architecure 
14.  end for 
15. until stop criteria being satisfied 
 
MTLBO Algorithm (For Optimization of Weights)  
 
The proposed architecture structure was trained using MTLBO algorithm for optimizing weights and maximizing 
classification accuracy [14].  
 
1.  Initializing the problem and algorithm parameters 
2.  Establishing the initial population learners. 
3.  Compute the objective function. 
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4.  Compute the mean of the population. 
5. Determine the best solution (Teacher). 
6.  Modify solutions based on the teacher knowledge according to teacher phase. 
7.  Update solutions according to learner phase and go to Step 3. 
8. Go to Step 4 until the iteration number arrives at the maximum iteration number or error criteria.   
4.  Experimental study 
The performance of the proposed model is evaluated by using the four-benchmark databases taken from the UCI 
machine repository [15].The details of the datasets used are given in Table1.
Table 1.Details of database employed. 
Dataset Pattern Attribute Class Patterns in 
Class1 Class2 Class3 
IRIS 150 4 3 50 50 50 
WINE 178 13 3 71 59 48 
PIMA 768 8 2 500 268 - 
BUPA 345 6 2 145 200 - 
5.  Cross Validation, results and discussion
We have adopted the 2-fold cross-validation strategy with the intension of getting good classification accuracy by 
applying this method. The dataset is randomly partitioned into two sets of equal size that are in turn used for 
building and testing the proposed model. While one part is used for building the proposed model another part is used 
for testing the model, in a way that each one is used for opposite purpose. The percentage of correct classification 
for each dataset using the proposed model is presented in Table 2.  
Table 2.Classification accuracy of proposed model. 
 
Dataset 
Hit percentage in  
Training sets 
Hit percentage in  
Test sets 
Set1 Set2 Average Set1 Set2 Average 
IRIS 93.33 97.33 97.33 100.00 99.80 99.90 
WINE 98.60 96.56 97.58 100.00 100.00 100.00 
PIMA 75.52 75.00 75.26 83.60 82.81 84.11 
BUPA 78.00 74.80 71.92 82.08 78.26 80.17 
 
With the same protocol the average comparative performance of the proposed method with its rival is presented 
in Table 3.
Table 3.Average comparative performance. 
 
Dataset 
Average hit percentage in  
Training sets 
Average hit percentage in  
Test sets 
Proposed 
method  
PSO-PSO:WD PSO-PSO:PT Proposed 
method 
PSO-PSO:WD PSO-PSO:PT 
IRIS 97.33 96.00 96.65 99.90 96.66 98.65 
WINE 97.58 87.65 92.15 100.00 79.20 96.10 
PIMA 75.26 60.25 72.75 84.11 58.55 76.25 
BUPA 76.40 74.75 76.30 80.17 72.50 78.35 
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From the results presented in Table 4 we can note that for all the datasets the proposed method obtained better 
average classification accuracy in both training set and test set compared to the method PSO-PSO: WD and PSO-PT. 
6.  Conclusion and future research 
In this paper, we have proposed evolving neuro structure using adaptive PSO and modified TLBO for 
classification aiming to optimize simultaneously both architecture and set of weights. The proposed model is 
evaluated by using the benchmark datasets considering the task of classification in data mining. Further, we 
compared our proposed model with two other competing models such as PSO-PSO:WD and PSO-PT. Experimental 
studies demonstrated that the proposed model is quite superior than other two models in term of best classification 
accuracy, whereas in terms of architectural complexity our model introduces little overhead but can be tolerable by 
the data mining designer. Future work should consist of experiments with other large datasets as well as the fine-
tuning of the algorithm parameters used in the proposed method. 
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